COOKIE POLICY
When you browse our Site, information may be recorded or read on your terminal. Subject to
your choices, cookies may be deposited on your device. By device we mean any type of
terminal used, such as a computer, a console, a smartphone, a reading device, etc. You can
change the way these tools are deposited at any time.
***
This document informs you about the origin, type, quantity and purpose for which cookies are
deposited on your device. If you would like more information about NEW IMMO HOLDING's
use of personal data, please refer to the privacy policy available here.

● What is a Cookie :
When you visit our site, information relating to your navigation on the site may be recorded
in "cookies" files installed on your terminal. The deposit of these cookies is automatic because
they are either necessary for the proper functioning of the site, or meet the conditions set by
the CNIL.
For the purposes of this policy, the term "Cookies" will be used extensively for convenience,
and covers all the tracers likely to be deposited and/or read via the Site, in particular when a
page of the Site is consulted or a mobile application is installed (regardless of the terminal
used: computer, smartphone, digital tablets, etc.), which make it possible to record
information relating to the user of the Site or to his or her journey through the Site.
Cookies that allow the collection of information or are likely to deposit information on your
terminal are only deposited if you give your consent. Only the sender of a cookie can read or
modify the information contained in it.
Cookies will be issued and read as you browse the Site. You can choose at any time to express
and modify your wishes regarding Cookies, by the means described in the paragraph "How to
exercise your choices" below.
● Why we use cookies on our site:
When you connect to our Site, we may install various cookies on your terminal. Some cookies
are deposited without your consent. These very specific cookies are identified as modules that
are essential for the proper functioning of the site. In the same way, your browsing and the
selection of certain services may lead us to deposit cookies on your device, this deposit is
necessary for the delivery of this particular service. Finally, certain specific cookies for
statistical purposes are also exempt from the requirement to obtain consent. These cookies
must meet several characteristics set out by the CNIL.
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In any case, NEW IMMO HOLDING does not deposit any cookies without prior consent if they
do not meet the conditions set out above.
Cookies are used either for the duration of your visit to the site ("session cookie") or for
several visits ("persistent cookie"). In any case, the duration of the retention of this
information does not exceed 13 months.
The following cookies are issued by us:
Name
of the
cookie

Type /
purpose of
the cookie

user-tz

Required

contex
tStore

Required

PHPSE
SSID

Required

Custodian cookie
policy
NEW IMMO
HOLDING
NEW IMMO
HOLDING
facil-iti.fr: https://ww
w.faciliti.fr/donne
espersonnelle
s/
facil-iti.fr: https://ww
w.faciliti.fr/donne
espersonnelle
s/

FACIL_I
TI_LS

Required

cookienotific
ation

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

adsCoo
kie

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

anony
mousconsen
t

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

ROUTE
ID

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

Required

NEW IMMO
HOLDING

Required

One Signal https://ones
ignal.com/p
rivacy_polic
y

JSESSI
ONID
Applica
tionGa
teway
Affinity

_cfuid

Google Tag
Manager Collect

Statistics

Information collected
This cookie is used to remember the visitor's time zone
This cookie is used to remember the Aushopping shopping centre that the visitor is
browsing.
The PHPSESSID cookie is native to PHP and allows websites to store serialized status
data. On the Action website, it is used to establish a user session and transmit
status data via a temporary cookie, commonly known as a session cookie. Since the
PHPSESSID cookie has no scheduled expiration, it disappears when the client is
closed.

Cookie
duration
Session
Session

Session

Cookies used by Faciliti to increase accessibility to the site.

12 months

This cookie is used to remember the visitor's choice of notifications in the browser
Session
This cookie memorises the visitor's choice concerning the deposit and reading of
cookies to enable us to improve the performance of the Site, to analyse navigation
and to measure the site's audience
This cookie stores the visitor's cookie consent values to render these choices in the
cookie preference form

This cookie is used in the context of load balancing - this optimises the response
rate between the visitor and the site, by spreading the traffic load over several
network links or servers.
Preserves user states on page requests.
Registers the cluster of servers serving the visitor. It is used in context with load
balancing, to optimise the user experience.

12 months

12 months

Session
Session

Session

This cookie is used by the Flare Cloud to verify that the source of your traffic is
secure.
29 days

Stores a unique identifier used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses
the website
1 day
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Google Tag
Manager _gid

Stores a unique identifier used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses
the website

Statistics

1 day

Used by Google Analytics to limit the rate of demand
_gat

_ga

Statistics

Statistics

Google Tag
Manager -

Google Tag
Manager https://polic
ies.google.c
om/privacy

1 day

Stores a unique identifier used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses
the website
1 day

Furthermore, with regard to Cookies, Cookies may be issued/read by third parties (advertising
providers, communication agencies, audience measurement companies, etc.) when you
browse our Site.
Cookies allow these third parties, during their period of validity, to determine and send you
advertising content likely to correspond to your interests thanks to the knowledge of your
navigation on our Site.
● Your choices regarding cookies:
The confidentiality of your terminal results from your choices.
-

The deposit of Cookies :

When you connect, cookies will be placed on your terminal. The majority of these cookies do
not collect any personal data. Statistical cookies may collect anonymised personal data and
fall under the exemption from prior consent set out by the CNIL.
-

If the use of your terminal is shared by several people :

As cookies are linked to the terminal and the browser, we cannot be sure of the identity of
the person browsing the terminal. It is therefore possible that the services and advertisements
offered to you on this terminal only partially correspond to your use (the
browsing/preferences of other users of the terminal may be taken into account).
● How to exercise your choices :
In the event that you wish to change your initial choices, which were made via the dedicated
banner appearing at the time of connection to the Site, you can, through the settings of your
browser, carry out a certain number of actions enabling you to administer the Cookies, at any
time and free of charge.
You can configure your browser so that cookies are stored in your terminal or, on the contrary,
that they are rejected, either systematically or according to their sender.
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You can also configure your browser software so that you are offered the option of accepting
or refusing Cookies from time to time, before a Cookie is likely to be recorded in your terminal.
Finally, you have the possibility of deleting, at any time and without difficulty, some of the
cookies used and deposited by our site, by means of your browser's parameterisation tool.
As the settings are specific to each browser, we suggest you follow the link below for your
browser to learn more:
To manage cookies on Google Chrome™:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=fr
To manage cookies in Internet Explorer™:
http://windows.microsoft.com/fr-fr/internet-explorer/delete-manage-cookies#ie=ie-11
To manage cookies on Mozilla Firefox™:
https://support.mozilla.org/fr/kb/effacer-cookies-supprimer-infos-sites-enregistrees
To manage cookies in Safari™:
http://support.apple.com/kb/ht1677?viewlocale=fr_FR&locale=fr_FR
For terminals other than a computer (smartphones, tablets, connected objects), we invite you
to consult the help menu of your browser.
In addition to the solutions mentioned above, there are tools (in the form of plug-ins or addons for the browser), developed by third-party companies, which allow you to control the
collection and use of cookies.
For further information on cookies, you can visit the website of the Commission Nationale de
l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL): https://www.cnil.fr/fr/site-web-cookies-et-autrestraceurs
If you have any questions about cookies on the Site, you can send an email to
dpo@newimmoholding.com.
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